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division that was not only not necessary but was harmful and
perpetuated a confusion of issues that seriously embarrassed the
legitimate parties. There were times when the Centrum stood very
definitely and decisively for democracy and sane policy against
reaction and mad adventure and it did the Republic good service,
but as a vertical section in a horizontally arranged party state it
prevented the consolidation of strong democratic parties by
dividing the democracy on a non-political issue. Its members
should have swelled the ranks of the historic parties instead of
continuing to form yet another one.
It was, of course, hardly to be expected that the Centrum,
which contained so many able and ambitious professional poli-
ticians, should ever have admitted this; it is curious to notice
that some of its extreme conservative members got very close to
admitting it and when the Hitler-Papen dictatorship, for its own
ends, adduced the obviousness of superfluity as a reason for dis-
solution, the Centrum quietly dissolved at the very moment
when, for the first time in forty years, a strong party was necessary
for the object of its foundation, the defence of Roman Catholicism.
It was not natural that there should be any inclination to recognize
the political advantage to others of self-immolation. The Centrum
leaders honestly felt they had a mission to perform in standing
politically for the Christian state even if they took their stand on
what to others was a narrow confessional basis. They saw no
confusion in making a unity out of the duality of a religious and
a political mission nor the difficulty of performing a dual mission
in a democracy. It is to the existence of the Centrum that we must
ascribe some at least of the artificiality that characterizes the party
system as it was established in 1919. It was always a strong party
numerically in parliament and invariably held the balance between
Left and Right without ever being able to perform, thanks to its
vertical structure, the duties of a centre party proper. During all
the history of the Republic any reasonable coalition would have
been at its mercy. It not merely forced German political history
to be one of uneasy coalitions but it prevented the establishment
of any coherent, rational coalition. By virtue of possessing a con-
fessional mission which in this case was inevitably confused, not

